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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of this paper is to present the use of flat plate/slab construction in India. The paper 
begins with an introduction to flat plate/slab structures and their applications in buildings 
followed by a comparative description of flat plate/slab structure designs based on Indian 
Standard IS 456:2000 and American Concrete Institute ACI-318 codes. The paper also describes 
seismic design provisions per Indian Standard IS 1893 and Uniform Building Code UBC 2000 
for the lateral force design of flat plate/slabs. We conclude the paper by presenting two real 
world construction projects designed by us in Bangalore. 
 
The discussion of the two construction projects will include a cost and structural efficiency 
review of the original Post-Tensioned (PT) slab proposed for those projects. Our review 
indicated a 15-20% higher cost for post-tensioned system when compared to conventional 
Reinforce Cement Concrete (RCC) and hence, conventional RCC structure was proposed for 
those projects. Further, we have generally observed that that there is no reduction in thickness of 
the slab with post tensioned flat plate construction in Bangalore (built by post tensioned concrete 
contractors) when compared to conventional RCC. Also, we have observed that many of the 
usual advantages of using PT systems over conventional RCC including a nearly crack free slab 
at service load leading to smaller deflection and watertight structures are absent.  
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Flat plate/slabs are economical since they have no beams and hence can reduce the floor height 
by 10-15%. Further the formwork is simpler and structure is elegant. Hence flat plate/slab 
construction has been in practice in the west for a long time. However, the technology has seen 
large-scale use only in the last decade and is one of the rapidly developing technologies in the 
Indian building industry today. Material advances in concrete quality available for construction, 
improvement in quality of construction; easier design and numerical techniques has contributed 
to the rapid growth of the technology in India.  
 
DESIGN OF THE FLAT SLAB STRUCTURES 
 
Despite the rapid growth of flat plate/slab construction, literature and tools available for 
designers to design and engineer flat plate/slabs in India, has been limited in terms of both Indian 
standards and Indian research papers. Indian engineers often have to resort to other standards to 
design flat plate/slab. The following is a discussion of the process of designing flat plate/slabs to 
meet Indian codes. Limitations in the Indian codes IS 456:2000 are overcome by utilizing ACI-
318. 
 
 



 
The design of flat slab structures involves three steps: 
 

1) Framing system 
2) Engineering analysis 
3) Reinforcement design and detailing 

 
Framing System: 
 
Initial framing system formulation provides a detailed geometric description of the column 
spacing and overhang. Even though the architect provides this part of the design, the engineer 
should emphasize on the following: 

1) Three continuous spans in each direction or have an overhang at least one-forth times 
adjacent span length in case of only two continuous spans. 

2) Typical panel must be rectangular 
3) The spans must be similar in length i.e. adjacent span in each direction must not differ in 

length by one-third 
 
Engineer ing Analysis: 
 
Flat plate/slab may be analyzed and designed by any method as long as they satisfy the strength, 
stiffness and stability requirements of the IS 456:2000 or ACI-318 codes. A typical flat plate/slab 
can be analyzed by direct design method or equivalent frame method as prescribed by the code. 
However, if the flat plate/slab is atypical with unusual geometry, with irregular column spacing, 
or with big opening then the designer may have to use finite element method model analysis 
using computers.  
 
The design of flat plate/slabs irrespective of the methodology used must first assume a minimum 
slab and drop thickness and a minimum column dimension to ensure adequate stiffness of the 
system to control deflection. The IS 456:2000  code is not clear on these minimums. However 
ACI specifies empirical formulas to arrive at these minimums. Refer to Table 1 for minimum 
slab thickness. 
 
Once the slab thickness and column dimensions with boundary conditions are selected, the 
structure is loaded for different load cases and combinations prescribed by the code. The 
computed forces and moments in the members should be used for reinforcement design. Critical 
reactions for the load combinations are used for the design of the supporting columns and 
foundations.  
 
Computers 
 
Due to availability of software and high speed and cost efficient computers, analysis-using 
computers is the most commonly used method to analyze flat plate/slab today. However the 
designer should be well versed with all the theoretical methods to verify computer results. 
 



To verify computer results like shear force and bending moment, the designer could compute 
shear at the vicinity of column by multiplying the total vertical weight times the tributary area 
supported by the column plus additional vertical shear produced by unbalanced moment at plane 
punching shear at column. To compute moments, the designer could use the direct design 
method. Even though this method has limitations, it is a reliable method to verify computer 
results. Direct design method is essentially a three step procedure: 1) determine the total moment 
for each span, 2) divide the total moment between negative and positive moment within each 
span, and 3) distribute the negative and positive moment to the column strip (half of span under 
consideration) and middle strip (half of the span under consideration) within each span. For 
convenience, the designer can use moment coefficient in Table 2 
 
Deflection 
 
Computing deflection of flat plate/slab is complicated due to many parameters involved in the 
evaluation, such as aspect ratio of panels, stiffness effect of drop and column capital, lateral 
deflection of end columns, cracking and long term loading effects etc. IS 456:2000 prescribes 
allowable deflection for slabs but is unclear about the actual computation of deflection for flat 
plate/slabs. Hence the designer has to refer to the ACI-318 equivalent frame method to compute 
deflection or use computer analysis. The maximum elastic displacement of the structure results 
including the long-term effects due to creep and shrinkage is used to compare against the 
allowable deflection per the appropriate code. Long-term deflection can be computed per IS 
456:2000 or ACI-319, but a simpler estimation is to use two times the elastic deflection. 
 
Reinforcement Design and Detailing 
 
Reinforcement design is one of the critical parts of flat plate/slab design; maximum forces from 
the analysis shall be used in the design of the reinforcement.  Reinforcement required for flexure 
by using minimum slab thickness per table 1 typically will not require compression 
reinforcement. The tension steel area required and detailing for appropriate strips can be per IS 
456:2000 or ACI-318, both being similar. However design for punching shear force (including 
additional shear due to unbalanced moment) per IS 456:2000 is 32% conservative compared to 
ACI-318, because Indian code underestimates the concrete two-way shear strength by 32% 
compared to ACI. 
   
Seismic Design of Flat plate/slab 
 
Seismic design lateral force is based on the provisions of Indian Standard IS 1893 (Criteria for 
Earthquake Resistant Design of Structure), however due to non-clarity of IS1893 designer, in 
addition may have to use, other codes like UBC-2000 (Uniform Building Code) to design an 
effective lateral system. Based on these codes a common practice is to determine lateral force by 
either using static or a dynamic procedure. 
 
Once the lateral forces are found, Flat plat/slab structures in areas of low seismicity (Zone1& 2) 
can be designed as permitted by code to resist both vertical and lateral loads. However for areas 
of high seismicity (Zone3, 4 & 5) code does not permit flat slab construction to resist earthquake 



lateral load, hence lateral load resisting system has to de designed separately in addition to flat 
plat/slab gravity system. The ability of flat plat/slab gravity system to support vertical load when 
subjected to lateral load should be checked (deformation compatibility check). 
Flat Plate/slab floor slabs are typically considered as a rigidity diaphragm to distribute in plane 
lateral loads to the lateral load resisting system. In case of flat plat/slab resisting lateral loads, 
floor slab will transfer lateral loads at each column and therefore all slab column connections 
should be checked for additional force resulting from lateral loads. In addition, all columns 
should be checked for additional bending resulting from lateral shear. When flat slab is used in 
combination with shear walls for lateral load resistance, the columns can be designed for only 
25% of the design force. 
 
Post-Tensioned Flat Plate/slab 
 
Post-tensioned flat plat/slabs are a common variation of the conventional plate structure where 
most of the reinforcement is replaced by post-tensioned strands of very high strength steel. The 
structural advantage of post tensioning over conventional RCC is that the slab is nearly crack-
free at full service load. This leads to a smaller deflection compared to conventional RCC 
because of the higher rigidity of the un-cracked section. Hence reduction in thickness of the slab 
compared to conventional RCC is the rationale for using post-tensioning system for spans over 
10m and above. Further the lack of cracking leads to a watertight structure. Flat plat/slab design 
and build contractors in India claim a 20% cost reduction compared to conventional RCC. 
 
However, our observation of post-tensioned flat plat/slab constructions used in two construction 
projects (see figure 1) in Bangalore built by post tensioned concrete contractors utilizing PT 
system has been that there is no reduction in thickness of the slab compared to conventional RCC 
and the slabs are not crack free at service loads. Hence, the actual deflection in these structures is 
similar to that of theoretically computed RCC deflection. In addition, water tightness was not 
achieved in one of the projects. And with respect to costs involved, there is an escalation in cost 
by 15-20% rather than reduction as claimed by PT design & build contractor. 
 
And another disadvantage in using post tensioned system in commercial buildings in India, is its 
lack of flexibility to create openings or drill into slabs to anchor services system when the slab is 
completed with post tensioning. Invariable the owner in India is not sure of the occupant when 
he starts the building and may have to change or create opening in slabs after construction to 
satisfied occupants requirement, which is not possible with a PT system.  
 
PROJECT APPLICATION 
 
We have successfully used the above briefed method in design of two projects namely Maas-3 
and RPS. The Maas-3 project has been completed successfully and is ready for occupation. The 
RPS project is currently under construction. 
 
Project- Maas-3 
The building is a trapezoid in plan with an approximate dimension of 90 m length, 30M width 
and 15meter height. The structure consists of basement car parking floor plus 4 upper office 



floors and terrace (figure 2). The structural system is a flat plate supported by regularly spaced 
vertical concrete columns, and foundation for columns are typical concrete spread footing. Since 
the project is located in Bangalore (Zone-2), framing system would resist both lateral and 
vertical loads. 
 
The design criteria are based on IS 456-2000 IS 1893 Part 1 and IS 875 Part 3.  The vertical 
loading is comprised of the estimated self-weight, miscellaneous dead loads, and live load. The 
lateral loading is comprised of wind and seismic loads. Due to irregular nature of the floor plan, 
the analysis of the structure was carried out using computer and results were verified by direct 
design methods and equivalent frame method. Our hand calculations were very similar to the 
computer-generated results. 
 
Originally we had proposed post-tensioned PT slab for this project. However, due to 
observations of PT systems mentioned above and our conventional RCC design yielding a cost 
reduction of 20%, prompted us to decide the use of conventional RCC flat slab as our final 
design choice (figure 3). 
  
Project- RPS commercial 
 
The building is a rectangle in plan with approximate dimension of 50m length, 25m width, and 
with same floors and height as the previous project, but the floor plan has only two bays hence 
appropriate 2.4m overhang was proposed on either side of the bay to make it structurally 
efficient (figure 4&5). 
 
FINAL REMARKS 
 
Flat plate/slab construction is a developing technology in India. Flat plate/slab can be designed 
and built either by conventional RCC or Post-tensioning.  However, due to issues mentioned 
above with PT construction in India and its higher cost, conventional RCC should be the 
preferred choice for spans up to 10 meters. Design of conventional RCC flat plate/slab in India, 
utilizing Indian codes, has many shortcomings, which have to be addressed and revised soon. 
Until then Indian engineers will continue to use Indian codes in combination with other standards 
like the ACI, BS or Euro Code to design and analyze Flat slabs/plates. 
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Table-1 Minimum Slab Thickness 
 
    Without drop panels With drop panels**    
                Exterior panel Interior panel             Exterior panel Interior panel 
Yield stress Without  With   Without  With   
 in steel edge beams edge beams**    edge beams edge beams*   

Fe 240 Ln/33 Ln/36 Ln/36 Ln/33 Ln/36 Ln/36 
Fe 415 Ln/30 Ln/33 Ln/33 Ln/30 Ln/33 Ln/33 
Fe 500 Ln/28 Ln/31 Ln/31 Ln/28 Ln/31 Ln/31 

Where Ln is clear span in long direction 
*Slabs with columns between, along exterior edge. The ratio of flexural stiffness of effective 
beam to Flexural stiffness of width of slab bounded laterally by the centerline of adjacent panel 
on either side of beam shall not be less than 0.8 
**  Minimum drop panel shall be at least one-sixth of the span in each direction and project 
below the slab at least one-quarter of the slab thickness. In order for the full effective death of 
the drop to be used for negative moment reinforcement, the maximum death of the drop shall not 
be assumed more than one-fourth of the distance between the edge of the drop and face of the 
column. Additionally, drop size can be made as large as possible to reduce deflection. 
 
Table 2 Moment Coefficients 
 
                                 End Span                Interior Span 
  1 2 3 4 5 
Slab Moments Exterior  Exterior First Interior Interior  Interior  

  Negative  Positive Negative  Positive Negative 
Total Moment .26Mo .52Mo .70Mo .35Mo .65Mo 
Column Strip .26Mo .31Mo .53Mo .21Mo .49Mo 
Middle Strip 0Mo .21Mo .17Mo .14Mo .16Mo 

  



Where 
Mo: Total moment for span  

M o

w L 2× L n
2×( )

8
:=

 
Ln: Clear span under consideration 
L2: Span in the other direction 
w: uniform dead and live load on slab 
 

 
Figure 1.  MAAS-2 (Valtech) & MAAS-4 (RelQ) 
 

 
Figure 2.  MAAS-3 Typical Floor Plan 

 
 



  
Figure 3.  MAAS-3 Reinforcement and Interior view 
 

 
Figure 4.  RPS Plan Reinforcement and Concrete Placement 
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